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Bridgewater State College

Vacant Administrative Positions Should
Be Filled By Women, Committee Says
By Brett Peruzzi
The vacancies in Bridgewater State College's administration should be filled by
women, according to BSC's
Affirmative Action Stuc;iy
Committee.
The Committee, which is a
part of the Bridgewater chapter of the Massachusetts
State College Association,
made the statement in an
. April 25 letter to the BSC
Board of Trustees.
The original controversy
over BSC's alleged insensi-

tivity to Affirmative Action
policies surfaced in early
March, when the sole black
Trustee, Paul James,
resigned from the Board,
claiming that the Trustees
unfairly favored white males
in making administrative
appointments.
James later withdrew his
resignation when the Trustees agreed to re-open the
positions of Executive VicePresident and Dean of Graduate Studies to a nationwide
search.
An additional position,

Dean of Undergraduate Studies, was also added to the
list of administrative openings. The deadline for application for the positions was
May 2.
Professor Margaret Souza
of the Chemistry Department
presented a speech to the
Trustees' personnel subcommittee after the controversy
had been publicized in the
local media, noting the lack
of females in high level positions in the SSC administration.
"It is time now, in 1983,"

Souza stated in the March 11
speech, "to relinquish the
passive role we know so well
and to be militant in our
demand for equal opportunity at Bridgewater· State
College."
In addition to Professor
Souza's speech Professor
Edward James of ·the Philosophy Department presented
several suggestions to the
Trustees at the March 11
meeting, the central one
being that the Trustees allow
a search/selection committee including faculty and stu-

Dr. Johnson To LeaveBSC
Professor for 11 years and Chairman .of English I;>ept. for past 3 years

4000 Year
Old Tools

Found On
Campus

By Brett Peruzzi ·
and Robert Flynn

have the same degree of
interaction with each other as
full time graduate students at
a large university do, he
Dr. Don Johnson, Chairexplained.
man of BSC's English department, will be taking a one
Dr. Johnson has been at
year leave of absence as of
Bridgewater for 11 years. and
the end of this semester.
llas served for the past three
He will be going to Eastern
years as department chairTennessee State University · man. Besides being a teacher
to head the department of
and administrator, he is also
English, with an opportunity
known for his poetry, and has
to. reapply for another one
had his work, published in
year leave of absence from
Poetry, Prairie Schooner,
BSC after the first year is up.
Soundings East, Poetry Jour"It'll provide an opportunnal, and other leading poetry
ity for change and growth,"
magazines. He has had
he said.
.
poems in several national
Eastern Tennessee State
anthologies as well.
University is a school of
According to Tendril, a
leading poetry journal, Johnabout ten thousand students,
with a large number of graduson is one of the top 100
ate students in the day propoets writing in America
gram, many of whom are also
today. He does not consider
teaching assistants. "I'm
himself a poet, but merely a
looking forward to a built in
English teacher who
pool of graduate students,"
happens to write poetry. He is
he added. Most graduate stu- ·presently teaching a poetry
dents are in the night school
writing seminar as his last
\program at BSC, ~and do not
See JOHNSON page 3

dents to be formed, for the
purpose of recommending
candidates for the positions
to the President and the
Trustees.
According to President
Rondileau's office, screening
committees of faculty and
students have been formed to
aid in the selection of candidates for the positions, now
that the deadline for application has passed. Whether the
Affirmative Action Study
Committee's plea for more
female administrators at BSC
will be fulfilled is still
unknown at this time.

By Robert Flynn

Or. Don Johnson

Photo by Brett Peruxzl

,, A·400Q ...year. ofp toQf making site was accidentlydiscovered recently on campus by
a Public Archeology class at
BSC.
Dr: Curtiss Hoffman's
small class was looking for a
place to sit during the unseasonably warm weather last
Thursday, and inadvertantly
noticed a small object on the
ground. That object has
turned out to be a 4000 year
old hunting dart point.
Further examination of the
area turned up several other
artifacts, including several
tools and a knife. Dr. Hoffman cited the reason they
stumbled upon the lucky find
was that the earth surrounding the area had been disSee TOOLS page 3

SGA President-Elect
Faces Court Hearing
By Brett Peruzzi·

Here's how one BSC stu(lent is preparing for the upcoming ftnal ••amtnations.

SGA President-elect Paul
Dobson faced charges in
Student Court Wednesday
night of harassment and disruption of election procedures.
The charges were brought
by Xena Wallin, SGA Elections Director. Wallin
charged that Dobson verbally harassed her during the
recent SGA election cam ..
paign, que~tioning her char'.'"
acter and alleging that past
elections had involved ballot
· box stuffing and other illegal
elections 'procedures.
Spectators packed the Plymouth. County Conference

Room in the Student Union
during the entire hearing,
which lasted nearly three
hours;
Both .the plaintiff,
Xena Wallin, and the defendant, Paul Dobson, brought in
several witnesses to give
their versions of the events
that occurred during the
election campaign.
Emotions ran hi"gh on both
sides, as testimony from· the
various witnesses was disputed. SGA Senator Rob
Warren was. the sole· witness
who testified for both Wallin
and Dobson, stating, 'Tm not
going to lie for no one."
Wa!Hn's witnesses that
See HEARING
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By Ralph Sinclair
academics are up. The
dation has not been made.
administration is making a
We. were not even extended
This response is addressed great effort to change_ things
the courtesy of being notified
to the commentary by Mat- at Shea/Durgin residence
of this. Because of their blatthew Donaghue, and those halls. They have proposed
ant disregard for our conwho feel the same way about alternative life style floors,
cerns we have decided to
the Shea/Durgin residence and a tentative increase in
form a coalition with the dishalls. His commentary paints resident assistants. The
abled students on campus.
a largely false image of what administration can't be held
This group has expressed an
life at Shea/Durgin hall is totally responsible. It takes a
interest in our projecj
like. There are few, if any concerned effort of all
because of the special diffi"social imbeciles" living here! involved, students included,
culties the lack of a lounge
The vast majority of the stu- to bring about changes in the
presents for them.
dents are well behaved, residence halls.
We extend an invitation to
mature, responsible adults.
Being a biologist and a perall interested persons to
Those who are not are dealt son of common sense_) realattend our class on Thurswith in a serious manner. The ize that not everyone at the
days at 9:30 a.m. and we
activities mentioned, such as age of eighteen, nineteen,
would be grateful for your
urinating on the floors, wip- and up is as mature as he/she
support. Our class meets in
ing feces. and pulling toilets should be. I also realize that it
room C-314.
off the wall are extremely rare is not my position to pass
Sincerely,
occurences! The few times judgement on these stuStudents of the Community
they have occurred they have dents. We should instead try
Organization Class and Pronot been proven to be done to promote a mature atmosDear Editor,
must possess a certain fessor Mandell
by residents. but have phere at the dorm, and
I am writing in response to
amount of persuasiver)ess. I
instead been linked to guests encourage the proper devel. the extensive attention the
find it disheartening that cerand trespassing visitors. As opment of these students.
recent SGA election has
tain politicians must base
to the "pulled" fire alarms, This takes a team effort from
received. Candidates and
their campaigns on mere
not all are pulled, some are every person at Shea/Durgin
election officials alike were
"support" of issues rather
malfunctions. The dorm is in residence halls. Those stupleased with the heavy voter
than actually doing somethe process of changing sys- dents who refuse to accept ., ,.
turnout. Student involvement
thing about the issues. It is
terns, and as you know with responsibility for their
is admirable, I agree. Howequally disheartening that To the College Community:
any new system comes prob- actions should be, and are
ever, I fail to see the benefits
people vote without truly
After four years at BSC, the lems to be worked out. What dealt with severely by a board
of a voter turnout that elects
knowing what they are v~ting past two of them spent as a does upset me is the number of their peers.
officials on the basis of popufor .
member of The Comment of sheets of gl~ss that are
Life at the dorm can be
larity or availability rather
.As was stated in this week's . staff. 1 find it hard to believe broken in the alarm boxes. frustrationg, but not impossithan merit. Granted, availaComment, the facts do that this is my last issue of That is a phenomenon that ble. In the three years I have
bility of a candidate in a camremain---the election is ove.r, The Comment and within a even I can't explain. The con- resided at the dorm the lifespaign who states his goals
and the effects remain to '.be few short weeks I'll be gra- certed effort of all the stu- tyle has improved immenand merits---be they valid--seen. I had confidence in my duating from SSC.
dents may bring an end to sely. Thursday nights are
is important in deciding one's
vote---and I sincerely hope
During my first two years even that.
now study nights, ratherthan
vote. I fail to see the good of that the other 1000 odd voters here, 1 hc,.d little contact with
Last year was the first year the beginning of a party weevotes of people who are, in
did also ..
campus iife. 1 was a commu- in a number of years students kend! Dormitory living is one
reality. unsure of the issues
Sincerely,
ter who just attended classes got money back from their of the most rewarding expeand activities of the SGA.
Debra A. Desnoyers
and then went home. At the dorm deposit. It is a trend that riences that a person can get
I am aware that politicians
Class of 1984
beginning of my junior year, I we hope continues. Damages· out of his/her college
i~nsed that there had to be~i~n.t:h;e~d~o~r~m~a~r~e~d~o~w~n~,~a~n~d~c~a~r~e~e~rl~!!~!!~~~~~~~~~
Letters to the Editor
more to college. and I
The Comment encourages letters to the Editor in response decided to get involved.
MASSPIRG General Meeting
to previously published articles, editorials, or features, orSince then I've been
MASSPIRG will meet on Tuesday, May 10th
other items of student interest. A// letters must be ty~ed (we involved with The Bridgeat 11 :00 in the Student Union Organizations
can no tonger accept longhand submissions, particularly ... water Arts Review , first as a
those in pencil) and should not exceed 250 words. Please
See GET INVOLVED
Office, 2nd Floor Student Union across from
submit all letters by Monday at noon.
on page 3.
the S.G.A. Council Chambers
Dear Editor,
The members of the Community Organization class
have been involved in a class
project since January, 1983--that of trying to obtain a student lounge for the Burrill
Ave. building. Everyone who
uses this building is well
aware that it is isolated from
the campus food services,
and if one has classes here it
is almost impossible to make
the trek across campus in
order to get lunch or have a
coffee break and return to
class on time. The only alternative we have is to stand in

the cold, damp lobby near the
vending machines. as there is
no space set aside for a student to sit and have his/her
coffee or lunch in decent
surroundings.
Room C-123 was under
discussion for the purpose of
adapting it to student needs.
After receiving verbal assurances from Mr. Walsh, Mr.
Ciccarelli, Mr. Cummings,
and Mr. Hartel that a lounge
was certainly a necessity and
would be forthcoming for the
fal I 1983 semester, we now
realize through reading the
horarium that this accomo-

What's In A Vote?

Get
Involved

Tuesday:
Sports
Entertainment
News
Features
Monday:
Wednesday
Advertisements
Late News
Personals
Emergency Bulletins
Classifieds
Cartoons
Announcements
Letters to the Editor Graphics

Deadlines
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This is the /as.t regular issue for the Spring
Semester J983
The Comment is now accepting items for this
rear's Orientation issue. Deadline for submis.
sions is Wednesdar. Mar 18th.
Have an enjoyable s~mme; vacatiqn!

Gregory Mathis.
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The Comment is a student supported and operated
weekly newspaper serving the academic community of
Bridgewater State College. Editorial policy is determined by the Editor-in-Chief in Consultatio~ with t~e
Editorial Board. Re-publication of all matenal herein
is prohibited without the expressed _written permission of the Editor-in-Chief. All materials submitted
become the property of The Comment. Letters to the
Editor are encouraged but may be limited to 250
words or less and must be typed. Letters, classified
advertisements and all. other written materials are
subject to condensation. Advertising rates are available· upon request. Any person wishi~g t<:> join. The
Comment should contact either the Ed1tor-m-Ch1ef or
the Managing Editor. All -::orrespondence should be
addressed
The Comment, Student Union Building,
Bridgewater State College, Bddgewater, MA 02324.
Telephone: (617)697-1200, ext. 2158.
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Special thanks to Leah Smith for
help with the Photo developing
this week.

JOHNSON-----(Continued from page 1)
class here at SSC.
Johnson says he is "proud
of the accomplishments of
some my students," and
hopes that he was helpful to
them while they were at BSC.
"Students are much, much
more success-oriented than
when I started here," he said.
"Although that may be a
reflection of the job market
situation."
What will Dr. Johnson
remember most about
Bridgewater?
"The most vivid memory I'll
take with me is having is the
friends ... the interdisciplinary

group known as 'The Quad TOOLS~~~~~~--~
8,"' he said. To those who are (Continued lrom page 1}
unfamitiar with the term, the turbed by building. He
Quad 8 refers to eight faculty declined to comment on
members tram several differ- where the area of the ti nd was
ent departments who began for fear of it being trampled
as an informal group that by the curious.
An outside agency wiH by
tossed a football around on
law
be excavating the find to
the quadrangle, and later
were involved in such cam- determine its significance.
pus activities as a short play The area of proposed excain which they did all the act- vation will be small, Hoffman
ing, a_s well as sponsoring a said.
scholarship with funds they
raised.
Dr. Johnson will be missed
for his relaxed, friendly way
with students as both and a
professor and a friend.

Classifieds

HEARING------------------

(Continued from page 1)

were present" included Jeannie Pantanella, Debbie Barlow, Debbie Doane, and SGA
members Laura Brauer, Jack
Murray, Terry Miller, and, as
previously stated, Rob
Warren. Wallin brought the
witnesses in to give their versions of the two incidents
during which she was
allegedly harassed by Dobson, one taking place outside
the Student Union, the other
at the Spring Ball.
Dobson's witnesses
included Rob Warren, Robin
LaCouture, Student Trusteeelect Matt Regan, and 1st
Vice President-elect David A.
Kutcher. Most of the testimony from Dobson's witnesses
centered on the argument
that Dobson himself had
been harassed throughout
the campaign by certain individuals that did not want him

GET

to win election to the SGA
Presidency. A clique in the
SGA was trying to keep him
out, Dobson said, stating,
"This trial is the last chance
by a few people to take my
rightly- won position away
from me."
After hearing testimony
from the defendant, plaintiff,
and their respective witnesses, the seven-member
Student Court and Attorney
General Colleen Turner went
into a closed Executive
Session.
They will next deliver.their
recommendation to Vice
President of Student Services David Deep as to what, if
any, action should be taken.
Vice President Deep will then
notify the plaintiff and
defendant of the decision
within twenty-four hourst
according to Chief Justice
Fred Clark.

INVOLVED--------~--~--~--~~~~--.;__

(Continued from page 2)

staff member and then as
Editor; WBIM, as a newscaster and newswriter; and of
course The Comment, first as
a staff writer and presently as
Co-News Editor. These
organizations have had a
profound influence -on my
college experience, and I'm
sure that if I hadn't gotten
involved on campus I'd leave
this campus as an entirely
different person.

The things I've learned, the
experiences I've had, and the
people I've met and worked
with are things you just can't
find in a classroom. If there's
one message I want to get
across it's this: GET
INVOLVED. You won't regret
it.
Sincerely,
Brett Peruzzi
Class of 1983

Support For Draft
Registers
A collision between an -register for the draft. We do
2-dmini-stration determined to so even if, in the process,
enforce draft registration and ·they and we may break the
young men determined to law." The present law does
resist as a way to peace is nbt allow a young man to regtaking place. To date, thir- ister as a conscientious
.
teen who publicly refused objector.
At his trial in San Diego,
registration have been
indicted, four have been con- Ben Sasaway said,"The most victed and three are in prison. important part of being
Those who have suffered human is making moral decipenalties are the very ones sions," adding that to deprive
who have made their moral him of that right was to deny
and religious declarations him his huma'nness.
These actions of con.:.
most obvious and public.
The New England Yearly science taken at great perMeeting.of Friends (Quakers) sonal risk challenge each of
is deeply opposed to war and us to examine our own stance
all preparations for war on the draft registration sysincluding registration for tem imposed upon us by our
draft and military conscrip- government.
Both the North Dartmouth
tion. This policy (August 15,
1980) further states, "We Monthly Meeting of Friends,
and the Central Committee
r~spect, honor and P.ncriurage those whose faithfulness for Conscientious Objectors
to the Inner leading of their (125 West Walnut Lane, Phiconsciences causes them ladelphia, PA 19144) offer
either to become conscien- draft counselling and suptious objectors to military port to those facing registraservice within the law, or to tion or possible prosecution.
refuse· co_nscientiously to

New Column Productions
needs bass and or keyboard
player for the Steve Stowlen
all original band. Knowledge
in Rock and- Roll, Rock a
Billy, and Ska. Must be dedicated and willing to travel.
We are looking for true
artists! Serious inquiries
only! (617) 997-2740 after 7
p.m.
Skydivers - parachutes and
equipment for sale. I have
gear for the novice to experienced jumper. Will sell
separately or as a package
for $600. Cal I Kevin for
details. 769-5349
For Sale - Ford Pinto Wagon
- auto, power brakes, good
body and interior, high
mileage. $900 or b.o. Call
285-4644,
Motorcycle For Sale - 750cc
Suzuki, good condition,
reasonable. See at Neil's
Auto behind Kingston Post
Office. Phone 585-1600.

S.A.M.
Elects
Officers
On Tuesday, May 3, the
Society of the Advancement
of Management(S.A.M.) held
its last meeting of the semester and elected officers to
preside in the fall. Those
elected were: Scott Yakola,
President; Tara Donovan,
Executive Vice President;
Steven Caldwall, Vice President of Programs; Andrew
Maylor, Vice President of
Membership; Susan Naughton, Vice President of Promotion; Cindy Skowrya, Vice
President of National Publications; Debbie Jones,
Secretary; and Kathy Wallace, Treasurer.
S.A.M., which is geared to
anyone who has an interest in
business, made a name for
itself around the BSC campus by holding a successful
raffle and-by ~ponsoring Mr.
David Knight of the South
Shore Chambers of Comfmerce as its first guest
speaker.
Next semester S.A.M.
hopes to further increase its
membership and offer more
business-related activities.
So if you didn't make it to the
meetings this semester, don't
worry; the next semester is
going to be even better. See.
you in the fall.

Thursday, May 5, 1983
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Announcements
NOW

The Brockton Area Chapter of the National Organization for
Women (NOW) invites you to join us on Monday night, May 9
at 7:30 at the Hancock School (125 Pearl St., Brockton}. There
will be a consciousness-raising demonstration group, planning for the July 9 Equality Walkathon in Brockton, and a
Reproductive Rights planning session to prepare for the 1984
Referendum. For more information call Bernice at 587-9674.
Dance Marathon
On Saturday, May 14, from·noon to midnight, the Diplomat
Banquet Facility on Rte. 138 in Easton will host a Dance
Marathon to benefit the American Heart Association.
The event, open to dancers of all ages and ability will feature
the well-known .DJ Jim Shaughnessey. Prizes will be given to
the winner of the event. T-shirts will be awarded to all dancers
raising $25 or more in pledges and a Casio watch will be given
to the top fundraiser who collects over $150 in pledges.
Admission to the Dance Marathon is $15 .per couple - but
don't wait, pick up your ticket and pledge form today. For
more information call the Diplomat Restaurant at 238-1266 or
call the Southeast Division of the American Heart Association
at 584-0446.
The Foreign & Domestic Teachers Organization
The Foreign & Domestic Teachers Organization needs
teacher applicants in all fields form Kindergarten through
College to fill between five and six hundred teaching vacancies both at home and abroad.
Since 1968, our organization has been finding vacancies
and locating teachers both in foreign countries and in all fifty
states. We possess hundreds of current openings and have all
of the pertinent information on scholarships, grants, and
fellowships.
The principle problem with first year teachers is where to
find the jobs! Our information and brochure is free and comes
at an opportune time when there are many more teachers than
teaching positions.
Should you wish additional information about our organization, you may write the Portland Oregon Better Business
Bureau or the National Teacher's Placement Agency, Universal Teachers, Box 5231, Portland, Oregon 97208.
We do not promise every graduate in the field of education a
definate position, however, we do promise him a wide range of
hundreds of current vacancy notices both at home_ and
abroad.
We still need about 300 teachers to fi\I positions in the
Mi.dw~t. We~t . j:lnq,Q\/~r~e,as,
Art History Study Tour of Spain and France
A three-week art history study tour of Spain and France,
taking place from July 2 through July 23, 1983, is a feature
course offering of Bridegewater S1ate College's Program of Continuing Education. The tour may be taken for six (6) credits at the undergraduate or graduated level, or may be audited.
No prequisites are reguired.
Art and architecture to be viewed and studied will include
examples from the Ancient, Medieval, Islamic, Renaissance,
Baroque, and Modern periods. Sites in Spain to be toured by
private air-conditioned motor coach are Granada, Sevilla,
Cordoba, Toledo,.Madrid, Segovia, El Escorial and Barcelona.
In France two days will be spent visiting the picturesque castles of the Loire Valley, and a week in Paris will include side
trips to the grand palaces of Versailles and Fontainebleau, and
the beautiful Gothic cathedral of Chartres. Among the art
collections to be viewed are those of two of the world's greatest. museums--the Lourve and the Prado; the El Greco collections inToledo; the Picasso Mueeum in Barcelona; the Rodin
Museum and the new Pompidou Center in Paris; and the
unsurpassed Impressionist collection of the Jeu de Paume.
To receive further information about the itinerary, registra..;
tion and costs of the tour, contact Dr. Roger Dunn at the Art
Department, 697-1359~
Those taking the course for credit will attend preparatory
class meetings in June, prior to departure.
Summer Trip to England
Anyone interested in the historic sites, architecture.theatres and countryside of England is invited to join the Boston
University Alumni Office for a special tour July 11-24.
Roger Manvel!, University Professor of film, and his wife
Francoise, will lead the "Summer in England" tour. Prior to
each excursion, the Manvells will presentan illustrated lecture
about the sites to be visited.
The Manvel ls are able tour guides; he is the former director
of the British Film Academy; she holds a master's degree from
St. Andrews University in Scotland.
Participants will stay at Urchfont Manor, a 17th century
house· in the heart of the southern county of Wiltshire, within
easy traveling distance of London, Bristol, Oxford, Bath,
Stratford-upon-Avon. and other historical cities and centers
of interest.
The program also offers two continuing education, or
undergraduate, credits.
Cost of the summer tour is approximately $850; which
includes full lodging in single or double rooms, full board, all
transportation within England, and seats f<?rfive theatervisits.
Air fare is $579.
For itinerary information, call Manvel! at 353-3906, or Mrs.
Manvel! at 353..;7011.

:
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Free Coffee And· Donuts
Plus A Whole Lot More
tion center, a physical fitness
training room, and outdoor
As the semester is coming facilities for its eight week
to an end, many students are program.
Huber compares Bridgethinking ahead about how to
make next semester even water's program to Normore meaningful. The Child- theastern's co-op program
ren's Physical Developmen- which gives students field
tal Clinic is one way that experience while attending
could make the difference to college. It is an ideal opportunity to find out now if they
themselves and others.
Dr. Joseph H. Huber, pro- really want to go into this
fessor of health and physical type of field. Though there is
education, is the founder and no credit given, Huber is
director of Bridgewater State proud of the fact. that 1Oyears
College's Clinic, which is one ago only 23 students were
of the 50 in the country, one involved and today it has
out of two not in a major uni- grown to 95 in a total of 10
versity, and still the only one departments.
Each Saturday morning
in New England.
Huber started this clinic coffee and donuts, courtesy
out of inspiration as well as of Huber, are set up by 7:30.
need. The late Dr. Warren Then at 8:00 an expert speaks
JC'lhnson of the University of to the students about any
Maryland, founder of the number of topics such as
country's first clinic of its Emotional Fallout From a
kind, was Huber's advisor Child With Special·. Needs.and An Overview of Cereand "mentor."
The clinic serves special bral Palsy With Specific
needs of children allowing Implications for Involvement
classroom theory to be read- in Motor Activities and Sport
ily applied in a one-on-one just to name a couple. Huber
setting. The· KeHy Gynma- personally screens these
sium is utilized for its Oympic speakers for interest as well
size pool, three gymnasiums, as content.
Cheryl Lamprey, a Junior
an early childhood interven-

By Beth Churchlll

majoring in special education, has been a clinician now
for four semesters. "It's a very
rewarding experience seeing
the kids smiling and laughing, having a good time, and
knowing that you're helping
them both physically and
socially," she said.
Future goals for the clinic
include: a comprehensive
manual about the eight week
program, early intervention
program for children 18
months, and older adolescents 15-19 year olds needing more social than physical
skills. And at this time the
cl inc and -speakers are being
videotaped by the two student administrative assistants to be put on Dial Access
as part of the parent's educational program to be shown
in the near future.
The only requirements for
being a clinician is to fill out a
short application (available
outside Dr. Huber's office,
Room 103 or in main office at
Kelly Gym), be willing to get
out of bed at 7 on Saturday
mornings, and be ready to
give yourself for a total of
four hours.

G0101HE
10POF
'II IE: CIASS

fORS60.

Stay at a top class hotel for just $60? It's true.
We've slashed the regular weekday rate at
Stouffer's Bedford Glen Hotel a whoppin_g
40% on weekends. That's great news for
grads expecting out-of-town family and friends.
Great location, too, just 30 minutes from
Boston. Great facilities, including indoor pool,
__ in and outdoor tennis. Complimentary HBO,
morning coffee and newspapec Casual or
elegant dining. Now, stay first class any Friday,
Saturday or Sunday (subject to availabilities).
for reservations, call your Travel Agent or
(617) 275-5500.
Or toll-free

800/325-5000.

Important American
Women 1963
1968
UN-BUTTONED!
come to BUTTON DAY
and BUTTON UP!
.. Date: Friday, May 13 - Same as Outdoor Concert

Place: Across/rom Bookstore - Beginning at 10 a. m.
To Benefit:

THE CHILDREN'S PHYSICAL
DEVELOPMENTAL CLINIC

Catholic Center
Saturday, May 7, Kentucky Derby Party
5:00 FunRun 1.4 Miles
5:30 Derby ----·Pick a Winner· .
5:45 Supper
DOOR PRIZES
Meal Ticket plus $1.00
Ascension Thursday
Thursday, May 12, 1983 -- Ascension Thursday
Liturgy:May 11, 4:00 p,m.
May 12, 12:05 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
The Ascension is the hinge between the ministry of
Jesus recounted in Luke's gospel and the mission of
the Church, described by that same author in the Acts
of the Apostles. The Mass marks the end of the Lord's
Public Ministry - the day when Christ commissioned
the Apostles to carry on His word and then ascended to
heaven. The work of Christ was indescribably hard and
challenging -- to live the ideal life, to serve others, to
teach, to suffer and die and rise, to start a Church. The
theme today is: mission accomplished, and now I am
presentwith you always.
Sunday, May 15, 7:00 P-~.:. --~ .sen!_?,_r_L_it.._u_rg_Y. _ _ __

By Liz Scroggs
This article is part nine of a
series.
In 1963 The National Federation of Business & Profession a I Women's Club
adopted as its top priority the
nationwide establishment of
'state commissions on the
status of women. By June of
l964, when the first national
conference was held, there
wer.e 24 commissions and by
the ~n.d of the year there were
33, 'The Equal, Pay Act was
passed !n June of 1963, effective June of 1964, after a formation of a coalition of
women's ~9rganizations and
urilons expressed their support in Congress. The Feminine Mystique by Betty
Friedan was published. Describing the social pressures
that sought to limit women to
rqles as wives and mothers, it
became a national and
influential bestseller.
In 1964Title VII of the Civil
_ Rights Act was enacted, prohibiting discrimination in
employment on the basis of
sex, race, color, religion or
national origin. The first
meeting of the First National
Institute on Girl's Sports was
held to increse the depth of
experience and expand
opportunities for women. In
1965 the Supreme Court
(U~S.) foundthat a Connecticut law ~anning contracep- ·
tives was unconsti'tutional
because it violated the right
to privacy. Griswold v. State
of Connecticut 381 U.S.C.
479.
In 1966 A Federal court
delared that an Alabama Jaw
excluding women from State
juries was in violation of the

equal protection clause of
the 14th amendment, the first
time in modern times a Federal court has found a law
making sex distinctions
unconstitutional. White v.
Crook, 251 F, Supp. 401.
The National Organization
for Wqmen (NOW) was
organized at the Third
National Conference of Governors Commissions on the
Status of Women as a culmination of dissatisfaction with
the failure to enforce Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act.
Among the 26 women who
founded NOW were: Betty
Friedan, Aileen Herdanez,
Marguerite Rawall, Catherine
Co~roy, Dorothy Haener, Dr.
Kathryn Clarenbach, Dr.
Pauli Murray and Dr. Nancy
Knaak.
In 1967 the first "women's
liberation" group was formed
in Chicago, partially in rebel!ion against the low status of
young women in civil rights
and "new left" campus movements. Similar groups were
formed independently in
other cities. Initially concerned with analyzing the
origins, nature and extent of
women's subserviant status
in society, some groups used
the technique of "consiousness-raisi ng" sessions to
help women liberate them~
selves from restricting inferior roles.
A law repealing. arbitrary
restrictions on military rank
held by women was signed
by the President. .
In 1968 Dr. Mary Daly published The Church and the
Second Sex,. a scholarly critique of Catholic Church

doctrine. The first stirrings of
Catholic feminist dissent
occurred at the Second Vatican Council. The American
branch of St. Joan's Alliance,
an international Catholic
feminist organization, had
been formed in 1965 by Frances McGillicuddy.
Beginni·ng in 1968, a
number of distinguished
Native American women,
including Lucy Covington
(Colville), Ramona Bennett
(Puyallup), Joy Sundberg
(Yurok), .and Ada Deer
(Menominee) were elected as
tribal chairs.
Federally Employed
Women was organized in
September of 1968 to press
for equality in Fededral
employment, with Allie Wee~
don, a black attorney, as first
president.
The Women's Equity
Action League was organized in December of 1968 by
Dr. Elizabeth Boyer and other
members- of NOW and concentrated on attacking sexism in higher education.
Women liberationists picketed the Miss America beauty
oagent in Atlantic City. Contrary to myth, they did hot
burn bras. They did carry
signs that said: Women Are
People, Not Livestock.
The above information is
from The First ·National
Women's Conference. An
Officlal Report to the President, the Congress and the
People of the United States,
March 1978, Washington,
D.C.: National Commisssion
on the Observance of International Women's Year.
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Psychologically Yours
by Richard T. Colgan

"PsyshoJogical tact is rubbing out another's mistake
instead of rubbing it in."
***

"Scholarships, Fellowships, and Loans News Service and Counseling
Information Service," has
eight pages of listings In the
·January/February, 1983
issue! For details on this
quarterly publication drop a
line to the Bellman Publishing Company, Arlington, Ma.
01274-0164.
***

The National Collegiate
AthleHc Accociation has
· adopted a new rule to take
effect in 1986 which will
require athletes to meet a
minimum score on the college entrance examinations.
Formerly, some college athletes recr1:1ited to play basketball or football, did so at the
expense of a "neglected"
education. The new regulation will require that recruited
athletes achieve a high
school grade-point average
of 2.0 (c) on a 4.0-1.0 scale.
Additionally, athletes shall be
expected to take a core curriculum of English, mathematics, the social and
physical sciences, and
seniors must have a combined SAT (Scholastic Aptitude Test) score (MathEnglish) of 700 or a 15 on the
ACT (American College
Testing) Program. Failure to
measure up to this achievement level may bar the
sudent from sports of any
kind during their freshman
year.
***

Do your summer vacation
plans include the enrichment
or acceleration of your profess i o na I PSYCHOLOGY
program? If so, advance registration of the Graduate and
Continuing Education Program starts May 9th. The Psy-

chology Department is
offering a sizeable number of
course offerings during
Summer Session I (May 31June 30), and II (July 11Aug.11 ), of interest to the
beginning student or the
more advanced scholar. The
complete listing of Psychology . undergraduate, graduate, ~and certificate· programs
may be obtained from the
Bridgewater State College
PCE Office. Exclusive of the
course descriptions also
listed in Sunimer Session
cataloig, interesting lighlights (visiting speakers, topics, projects, objectives,
etc.,) as contributed by the
instructors sh al I be included
in this column for your
information.
For example, some of the
"integrative" experiences
students in PY 313 Psychology of Organizations (Colgan: Summer Session I) shall
encounter: THE LEADERSHIP PROCESS: The difference between leadership and
management? Situational
versus Traits approach?
Where does leader power
· come from? Measures for
resolving conflict? Can leaders be trained? PERSONALITY AND JOB SUCCESS:
The identification of "effective" personnel. ESTABLISHING the MOTIVATING
ENVIROMENT: Essential
factors? Values of the motivational theories of Alderfer?
McClelland· and Atkinson?
B.F. Skinner? Maslow? Herzberg? THE INTERVIEW and
BIOGRAPHICAL DATA:
Problems and Potentials?
How to improve upon the
interview. Factors that influence the interviewer's decisions. PERSONAL TRAINING: Majort objectives? Relevance of "business games" to
training? Types of PT Pro~
grams? HUMAN FACTORS
IN JOB DESIGN: Three

major approaches. What is
engineering psychology?
Job design and "quality" of
work. How to "motivate" your
subordinates? Motivating
yourself.
For millions of employees,
work will never be the same
again according to the Harvard Medical School Report,
April, '83. Jobs that used to
require filing, telephoning,
typing, talking, or flipping
through books and ledgers
now require workers to
punch keys of a computer
terminal, read the words displayed on its screen, and
punch the keys some more.
VDTs (video display termi-

nals) make many tasks easier, but, according to the
health researchers, VDTs do
not necessarily make a job
easier, more pleasant, or
healthier. Dr. Michael J.
Smith of the National Institute of Occupational Safety
and Health confirmed thehealth problems cited in the
Harvard findings as visual
disturbances, alleged radiation hazard, musculoskeletal
difficulties, and (believe it or
not) job stress. While most
VDT workers find that their
jobs have enjoyable features,
over 75% of them had physical or stress-related complaints attributable to the use

of the terminal, one of which
was the workload requirement established by the
capacity of the machine far
exceeded that of the human
operator. To which this editor
remarks, one does not have
to be either a physician or a
psychologist to recognize
this. Any Charlie Chaplin
cinema buff who recalls his
"M ode rn Tim es "m o. v i e
learned of this first.
News of interes1 current?
For the Summer? The Fall?'
Share it with "Psychologi-.
cally Yours," Rm. 330 Burrill
Ave., Attn: Dr. Colgan

Movin'out?
lf you're 18 or over you can rent a Ryd~r truck to use l_ocally or on a
one-way (rent-it-here, leave-it-there} tnp to another oty
. Compare costs before you make plans for moving at the end
of the semester: With .a truck you can take along your stereo, 10-speed,
clothes, all your stuff, and still have plenty of room for one or two other
people and their things, so you can share the costs. Compare that to a

pian~~h~V~e~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~s~r~~~~~~:;~::~~~'.n ~·
Inquire at bookstore for 10% discount
Raynham
Thrifty Rent-a-Car
407 New State Hwy.
Rayn]J.am, MA 02767
Tel: 822-7849
Brockton
Ray's Sunshine Service
642 Main St.
Brockton, MA
Tel: 583-7765

7 6% Vote Brings
MASSPIRG to
Campus
By Laurie Roden
The hi_ghest number of ballots cast during the SGA
elections were on the MASSP IR G question, which
received an overwhelming
759 to 236 vote in favor of
establishing a BSC Pf AG
chapter. According. to on
SGA representative many
students turned out to vote
just on the MASSPIRG question and nothing else.
"I would like to thank all of
those students who supported and voted to establish
a BSC Pl RG chapter, and
special thanks to _. everyone
who worked to get PIRG on
cam pus. Because of your
efforts next year SSC will
have a MASSPIRG chapter!"
said .Theresa Wright, one of
the co-ordinators ofthe BSC
PIRG organizin committe.

Now that students have
voted to establish and fund a
SSC PIRG chapter, the next
step is to meet with President
Rondileau to work out the
"technicalities" of the PIRG
fee. The student body voted
fo establish a $3.00 per student per semester' waivable
fee. A student not wishing to
support 'MASSPIRG may
choose not to pay the fee.
The BSC MASSPIRG
organizing committee is considering projects to undertake next fal I. In addition to
partici pa ting in existing
MASSPIRG statewide project.s such as the "streamwalkers" wetland project, the
group is discussing ideas
ranging from establishing a
consumer advisory project to
serve . the B.ridgewadter/Brockton area to toxic waste
disposal issues. All ideas are
welcome ..

SOUTHEASTERN MASSACHUSETTS UNIVERSITY
AND

UNIVERSITY OF MONTREAL
SECOND ANNUAL

SUMMER STUDY IN FRENCH
June 13, 1983 ·July 22,1983
Sponsored by: SMU FOREIGN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT·

DIVISION OF CONTINUING STUDIES
For Information Contact: DR. YOKEN 999·8335 or 994-4212
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Menu at The Hill and Tilly
May 5 to May 11
MEHU--Wffk _.

INTELLECTUAL
SOFTWARE
PRESENTS

Smile for
Mom...

a. 1

Tburdslly
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
scrambles Eggs
Pancakes wfsyrup
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Tomato Soup
Cheese Pizza
Chinese Chow Mein
Fned Rice
Mixed Vegetables

Tomato Soup
Manicotti
Roast Pork Loin w/gravy
Italian Mixed Vegetables
Mashed Potatoes
Corn

Friday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit
Cheese Omelet
Waffles
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly
Saturday Brunch
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit
Eggs to Order
French Toast
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Clam Chowder
Tuna Melt
Open Face Hot Roast Seel
Sandwich w/gravy
Mashed Potatoes
Broccoli

Beef Noodle Soup
Fish Square on Bun
Keilbasi/Boiled
Irish Potato
Wax Beans

Clam Chowder
Seafood Platter
Clams
Shrimp
Onion Rings .
Cheese Pina
Green Beans
Carrots
Beef Noodle Soup
Beel Burg l.tndy
Stuffed Shells
Buttered Noodles
Zuchini in tomatos
Peas

Sunday Brunch
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit
Eggs to Order
Waffles
Assorted Donuts
ToasVbutter/jelly
Monday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold .Cereal
Grapefruit Half
Cheese Omelet
Waffles
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly
Tuesday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Juices
Fresh Fruit
Scrambled Eggs
Pancakes w/syrup
Bacon
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly
Wednesday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit
Cneese Omelet
French Toast
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Chicken Noodle Soup
Meatball Sub
Hot Turkey (Open Faced)
Sandwich w/gravy
Whip;:ied Potato
Mixed Vegetables

Chicken Noodle SOup
Chopped Steak w/Onion
Chicken Cutlet
Supreme Sauce
Parsley Boiled Potato
Corn
Green Beans

Tomato Soup
Grilled Ham & Cheese
Sandwich
Sloppy Je>e
French Fries
Carrots & Peas

Tomato Soup
Roast Turkey
w/gravy & Dressing
Baked Ham w/Fruit Sauce
Batter Dipped Fish
Mashed Potato "
Spinach
Squash

Beef Vegetable Soup
Hot Pastrami on a Bun
Chicken a 1a King
on a Tart Shell
Potato puffs
Green Beans

Beef Vegetable Soup
Roast Leg of Lamb
Spaghetti w/Meatbafls
O'Brien Potatoes
Broccoli
Corn
French Bread

Corn Chowder
BLT Sandwich
Sheppard's Pie w/gravy
Peas w/Mushrooms

Corn Chowder
Steak w/Sauteed Onions
and Mushrooms
Turkey Cutlet w/brown gravy
Baked Potato
Carrots
Zuchini

To the best roommate the
World may ever know,
What's up? Yep, I'll even
miss the Dregs, running
.shoes, and wrinkled shirts.
Good luck in.all you do and
whatever you decide,
remember, "You've got a
friend''.
G.F., You're one of the greatest friends I could ever
have. I don't know what I
would ·have done without
you sometimes. Don't ever
change! Love, Budnik.
Scott, Thanks for the talk!·
You're right again, it is better
to let it out. I'm sure glad you
wanted to join the Arts
Review. At least now I know
which room you're in. Take
care. See you soon, Ed.
To the Guys in 316, 317,318,
and 510D: Thanxfor a great
semester. I'm glad that I got
to know all ofyou - you're-.a
bunch of "wild 'n' crazy"
guys. Have a nice summer
and don't forget to come to
the Cape for a visit.
miss
all of you! Take care. Love,
Razey.

m

T.J:F.
If "We" don't follow our
dreams "We" die
Take your passion
Make it happen
We can have it all
Sunsets, beaches, and our
dreams
R.C.S.

To our new friends in 316,
317, and 318, It was great to
meet you. You're all super
people. Love, Judy and lzy.

SUMMER

OUR
BmENTS

JOBS
$1100 a month FULLTIME

ARENT

$450 a month PARTIME
All majors apply NOW!
Start when you want

If you're faced with an

Call 323-4630

SICK.

unwanted pregnancy, we look
at you as a healthy person
with a problem that may be
very difficult for you to face.
Which is why our counselors
support you during the entire
procedure. General anesthesia
available. Call 738-6210.
The most experienced
reproductive health care center
in the Northeast.

preterm

single or double
,
kitche~ priveleges
'
parkmg space
•
3 minute walk to college '

t

t
t

········~········
t
t Vacancies
f~r September t

A licensed non-profit health care facility.

l

1842 Beacon Street, Brookline, MA 02146

Terry in Apt. 28, Have a
super graduation and the
best to you in everything you
do. Thanks for everything.
Love and peace, Donna.
Rich and Stuart, Thanks toe
sticking by my through everything. You two are what
true friends really are. Love
always, Donna.
Happy Birthday Terriann!
Go for it!
lzy My Love, You're wonderful, but take an English
course! Make it like a
memory. The Perfesor.

To Members of PE 462, Programming for Recreation,
thank you for participating
in the Leisure Bowl. We
hope you had as much fun
playing as we did planning
it. Kathy, Pam, Sandy, Dave.

To all my friends in ChiAlpha - It's been great meeting and getting to know you
all. To those graduating May God be with you in
everything you do in the
years to come. Love and
peace always, Donna.

My Little Budnik, What can I
say? You'r so special, even
needlepoint special! Love,
Scott.

Lisa and Kristen, To two of
the nicest roommates someone can have.Thanksfor the.,
good year. Love, Judy.

Ed, Dave, Rich, Jeff, and
Scott, Ronald Reagan is the
President! Donna.
Ed, We'll have to get drunk
together more often. What a
month! I don't know if I can
take anymore donut runs.
See you soon, Scott.
Bruce, With all my heart Thanks for EVERYTHING.
Have· a super summer and
keep in touch. Lots of love,
Donna.
To Rich, Stuart, Ed, Rich C.
Dave, Jeff, Joanne; Robin,,
Tina, and Razey, Have a
FANTASTIC summer!
Donna.
Wood Ams. 14, 21, 25, 28,
and Jo Ann, this year has
been different - to say the
least! Next year wi II be
excellent! Have a good vacation. Love, Judy.

t

Apple, IBM PC disks:
$195.00
Available exclusively from:

r-'J Queue~lnc.

5 Chapel Hill Drive
Fairfield, CT 06432
1-800-232-2224 or
(203) 335-0908

---- - - ._______________

Call Mrs. Josephine Dutra

. ''-"

on.

To the mystery man, You
know who you are! - Thanks
for being such a good friend
- I hope this friendship lasts
forever because it really
means a lot to me. I'll miss
you! Love always, Your
future CPR victim. P.S.
Beware of mud puddles because someday you might
find yourself in one.

Comprehensive computer-assisted instruction, featuring automatic timing, scoring,
branching, extensive analysis
and documentation.

:f~~~?.?~~~~-:t

Ed, You masculine, sexy,
romantic, sweet, sensual
Congratulations Andrea
guy. How could I have ever
Brousaides for qualifying :tor:
thought to call you a ----.
the National Championship: . Please forgive me but never
and becoming "Athlete of
forget me! Good luck with
The Week." You deserve the
those finals and have a super
award. Good luck at the
summer. Love, Ms. Cellulite.
·races! The guy that helped
F.B. I could never tell if you
you with the refrigerator;'·
loved me or Miss Piggy
Ed, 'You are a fantastic per.:
more! Thanks for being such
son and a great friend. I'm
a good friend. Good luck
really glad I met you! I'm
with those finals and have a
sure we'll have many fun
fantastic summer. Will we
times next year. Keep singeve·r . make it to Celebraing an-d smiling. Love, Judy
tia·~~?_Rod Serling.
Steve, Well A.H. It has been
To !Jude, We had some fun
different. I hope we can go
times this year -Washington
back to what we once were
and New York. I'm going to
someday. Love ya, S.H.
miss thern far sure!. Good
'lt;Jck'
those finals and
Rozey, Fer Sure! Gag me
don't forget tq keep in touch
with a Sheraton Inn spoon.
Have an AWESOME
Hope you get the motivation
summer!
Love, lzy.
to make it through these

final weeks. Take care, Love,
Ed.

by Jonathan D. Kantrowitz,

J. 0., Harvard.Law School

697-7477

___

___.

To a Future Bunk - 311, Next
year will be so lazy! I'm in
love with your family, act
and keep singing. Scott.

To all the New York Survivors: Aren't you glad we had
such an "experienced"
driver on the way home?

To all fourth floor Durgin
girls{ Thanks for such a
great year - you've all been
super! Good luck with your
finals and have a GREAT
summer! Love, lzy.

To Gilligan: Don't worry
about it! The experience you
have as a man makes up for
what you lack in the van.
Love, "The Two-Bag
Woman".

Dave, I really don't believe
that you are a figment of my
imagination, but if you are,
you're one of the nicest figments I've ever known. Have
a great summer! Love,
Donna.

Sue, Lori, Kim, Linda and
Debbie, Thank you for putting up with me all through
the past few weeks. I love
you all. Magoo.

Deb, Mary Jim and lzy,
Thanks for a great year! You
guys are the greatest! Have a
fantastic summer. Love,
Judy.
Doug, Your magic fingers
excite me to no end! Just
watch out - I'll get you back!
Love, Hey Jude (There's a
song in there somewhere).
Frank and Rob, Good luck
on your finals and have a
super summer. The invitation for milk and cookies is
still open. Love, Judy.
Jo-Anne, I ·couldn't have
asked for a nicer roommate.
It's been great rooming with
you this past semester.
Thanks for everything and
have a super summer. Love,
Donna.
To all my friends past the
double doors, I know you're
not men!! Take care, watch
out for vampires, have some
elegant violence, wake up
on beaches, and watch out
for Tiny!!! Love you all,
Scott.
Frank, Rob,· and other
Saints, You've taken a lot of
ribbing from me in style.
Thanks for being you; God
. Bless. Scott.
David, lzy, and Judy, We
made quite a ·foursome in
N.Y.C. "Are legs" really
killed, huh? lzy, "the
Whimp" is really going to
miss you. David, Boston will
never be the same but Harvard is certainly cleaner.
And Judy, my new found
friend, I'm looking forward
to a year filled with song.
T.W.
Cathy, Thanks for all the listening. Donna.

Denise (Amy, Louise, and
Molly). I'll miss you all over
the summer. Have a GREAT
one!! Love always, Donna .
To Whale, You ,are a very
SPECIAL friend .that I will
NEVER forget. Even though
we didn't get to see any
whales, I still had a GREAT
time in Welfleet. Thanks for
helping me with my Mother's
Day present. That meant so
much to me. "You are the
sun," but not the rain. I'll
NEVER forget you buddy!
Love, Dwarf.
Judy, Don't know about
those 8:00 classes, but it was
fun note-swapping. Maybe
there'll be more of it in RE
251 next semester? Have a
great summer! Love, Donna.
To all the guys in 316, 317,
and 318, It's been great getting to know·you all. See you
next year and good luck.
Rich C., but fix your car-you
prince. Signed, 510. ·
To Jean, Have a fantastic
graduation and I wish the
best to you in everything you
may do in the years to come.
I'll miss you next year. Love
and peace always, Donna.
Tim K.,. We want to thank
you for all the great ti mes we
had at the "Basketball
games" - and "movies."
Thanks for keeping pleasu-.
rable smiles on our faces.
Our Undying Love and
Forever Yours, Renie and
Carole. P.S. Diane sends her
love, tool
To all the Comment staff: It's
been great working with you
all and I hope to see you all
next year. Have a super
summer! Donna.
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Awards and Recipients 1982 - 1983
Afro-American Award ....................... .
Gladys L. Allen Scholarship ................. .
Dr. Wallace L Anderson Scholarship ........ .
Senior Art Award
Art Key Award ............. .

....... Jena M. Gaines
. , Karen M. Hoffman
. William A. Kadra
..... John L Favret

"'"'".Michael E. Hejducek
Ed~ard McDonough
. . . Lori Parker
Beatrice Bouchard Award
Thomas Orszulak
The Mary Isabel CaldweU Award..
. Brenda .J. Comeau
Julia C. Carter Award
.... _ Checyl A. Paul
Centennial Class Award In History
.... ............
. ... Simonne Caron
Barbara Chellis Memorial F~llowship ........................ Paul G. Beaudoin
Choral Society ~nior Leadership Awar-d .................... Sharon L. Stacey
"Th e C omment" Se nt0r
· L e ad ers h"1p A war d . . .
. ... , . B rett A . p eruzz1·
D<elta Kappa Gamma Scholarship... . . . . . . .
. . Priscilla N. Gorman
Deborah L. Maloney
~ita Dziergowski Memorial Fund Award . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Macyellen Coleman
Early Childhood Education Award ......................... Marilyn W. O'Shea
Efornen!ary Key Award ...................................... Steven E. Dragon
Edward G. Elias Scholarship ............................... Paula R. Rosenberg
The Judith Gl\,•nn Memorial Drama Award
. . . . . . . . . . . . ...... Kerri A. Rock
Elizabeth Hollis Aw'ard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... Janet A. Tabaroni
Lester G. Houston Memorial Scholarship
........... Joanne E. Quirk
Gail A Gemme
Kappa Delta Pi Society Scholarship......... . . . . . . . . .
Marguerite T. Cook
T. leon.ard KeUy Award In Physic.al Science ................ Ellen M. Sulli11an

The S••ohen G. Laskoff Memorial Schol;u-.hip
The Lincoln Tnist Company Scholarship...
Lagodimos Scholarship Fund Award
Mathematics Award . . . .

Shuk Wan Chan
Eileen M. Cahill
Colleen C. Leonard
Kathy-Ellen Pike

Anne F. Svelnis
The Frederick A. Meier Secondary Education Award .
Phyllis E. Warren
Dr. Mary J_ Moriarty Award . . . . . . .
Nina S. Roberts
Omega Iota Phi Sorority Scholarship. . . . . .
. Tracey M. Flynn
Plymouth Home N.cstionaJ Bank Scholarship Award
John .J. &nt
PoliticaJ Science Graduation Award .
Marilyn H. Browne
Frederick W. Clark Jr
Paul F Jean
S. Elizabeth Pope Award · · · . . . . . .
. .. Jean M. Briand
N~cole Prince Memorial Award....
. . . . p eter J . Bene111"d es.
Ma!1in T Rizzo Memorial Awa.rd . .
..
. .. Christopher J. Harwood
Martha Denison Rondileau Memorial Scholar!>hip
... William T. Bras.sil
Barbara V. Glauben
Dr. Henry Rosen Award · ·....
Tsunako Yamamoto
Dr. Ellen M. Shea Award · ·
Margaret A Alexander
William D. Cain
Edith G. Shoolman Award
.. Brett A. Peruzzi
Louis Carmel Stearn5 AwaTd in Botany
..
..
. Patricia A. Bertolina
Student Government Asso<.ia!ion SenatP Scholarship
.Wayne E. Kepple
Student Government Association Leadership Award
Paul F. Jean
Dr. William G. Vin.al Aw;u-d.... .
.
. . . . . . . David W. Griffin
Henry F. Werner Scholarship . . . . . .
. .................. Loui~ Glass
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Children's Physical
Developmental Clinic

Clinicians
/

BRU>GEWAlER
ttA11. COil.t.SGe

Graduating Group Leaders

CllNtClAN

Our thanks to the 1982-83 Clinic staff and
graduating group leaders. It has been a great
year!
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Entertainment
EQUUS Is No Horseplay

do the people who built' the
set and devised the artful
blend of mime, music, and
The Ensemble Theatre' lighting.
production of EQUUS is betThere are some fine sqp.tar than the Kurt Vonnegut porting roles in this produclecture, and yet not one-tenth tion. Brenda Walsh captures
of his audience appeared at the head nurse to a tee. Karen
the performance on Friday Dolan. plays Jill with great
night.What's the.matterwith delicacy. $he and Jacq_ueline
~his campus? We have an
Janson must have watched a ·
absorbing play, a talented . lot of Masterpiece Theatre to
cast, a fantastic production, get the British intonation so':.
and a half-empty house.
perfectly. Ms Jansen's natu. The play is worth seeing for ral gesture and movement, as
the horses alone. They are well as her voice tone, stand
simply wonderful. They do out. S'1e found the right
not tramp around the stage demeaner fo.r the social
on all fours or wear rented worker, who is the most lov. horse costumes. They stand ing adult in the play.
tall and dignified with wireThe parents annoy me in
like hooves and masks. The the production, not because
subtle mime is an amazing of the acting which is very
illusion. We know thay are good, but because of the
not horses, and yet they sug- interpretation. They are
gest the idea of a horse per- much too old, particulary the
fectly. Robert Blauner, who is father who. appears so
both horseman and Nugget, arthritic, it is a wonder he.can
deserves special praise. So pull his son from the horse.

By Lois Poule

Frank and Dora Strang are
middleaged not ancient.
Frank is supposed to be in his
fifties. Making him seem so
old detracts from the force of
his character. He is a printer,
an exact, fastidious man, who
insists on the literal--" if you
receive my meaning." He
believes not . in God but in
self-improvement. Unable to
respect anything above him,
he belittles his wife, tears his
son down from the horseman, and rips the picture of
Christ off the wal I of the boy's
room. He is a strong negative
force. Dora, the mother, fills
her· son's head with ideal
notions of horses, God, and
sex; Frank tears them down
and makes Alan associate
horses., God, and sex with the
clandestine and forbidden. It
is the child of these opposing
forces Whc1 develops a wierd
literal attitude toward the
supernatural.
EQUUS is an ambitious

undertaking for a college
production, but Karl Wiedergott handles the challenge
well. His portrayal of the disturbed adolescent boy is
electrifying. Wiedergott displays the energy, vulnerability, and instinctivenesswhich
make the boy. fascinating.
The scenes with Nugget are
so artfully staged and sensitively directed that the boy's
passionate intensity to
become one with the horse
and with God is credible and
moving. It is a suberb
performance.
Playing the character of
Dysart is another .kind cf
challenge. The doctor is a
divided character: he is a psychiatrist discussing a case
and a masked Greek priest
presiding at a rite of passage.
The setting is both a clinical
and a classical arena. The
doctor's intelligence makes
him god-like; he knows
exactly what to say and do to

Alan to expel EQUUS. tn
front of Alan, he wears the
mask. He is officious, secure,
full of tricks. Bill Kadra is at
his best playing this role to
Alan. Without the mask, the
doctor confesses personal
doubts, unhappiness, and
envy of Alan's passion. He
feels disgusted in the exercise of.his power because his
cure disembowels Alan: This
sensitive, self-accusing side
of the . doctor needs more
attention in Bill Kadra's performance, though he did
warm up to the part as the
play progressed. ft may have
been a problem of maintaining the British accent that
interfered with his projection.
I had difficulty hearing him
when he lowers his voice for
the introspective scenes.
How ref re sh i ng to ti nd
some intellectually stimulating entertainment on campus
and to see the talent that
emerges from a challenge.

i -.

Shaffer's 'Admadeus' at Boston's Shubert
AMADEUS, a play in two acts
by Peter Shaffer. Production
design by John Bury; Musi cal
Arrangements by Harrison
Blrtwlstle. Directed by Peter
Hall. Presented. by The Shu-

bert Organization, .Elizabeth
I. Mccann, Nelle Nugent and
Roger S. Berllnd, by arrangement with The National
Theatre of Great Britain. At
The Shubert Theatre, 264
Tremont Street, Boston, MA,
now thru May 21st.

· By. Matt. Peter Donoghue
In my estimation', AMADEUS is what the Boston
Theatre District has waited
for all this season--and
maybe a few before that as

well. Brilliantly conceived as
the death-bed speech of. the

talented composer; Antonio
· Salieri, AMADEUS is a dramatization of the struggle
between Salieri and the
youthful, irrepressible genius
that was Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart. More than ·that, it is
the loveliest of poetry, from
the writing and direction to
the performahces of the
actors and, importantly, production designer John Bury.
Peter Shaffer's earlier
efforts, among them Five Finger Exercise, Black Comedy,
and Equus (which is presently on stage at Bridgewater
State College). were more
secular, more esoteric in
their appeal. AMADEUS
speaks to anyone, and
anyone and everyone will
listen~ For one thing, it portrays Mozart, the human
be i n g , s e pa rated f r o m
Mozart, the composer. While

John Wood, as Antonio
I am sure some might make
the case that the latter is a . Salieri gives a virtuoso permore interesting subject, the formance I'm not likely to
former is for me far more forget. It. is Salieri who is the
engrossing. At the Shubert, focus of AMADEUS; the play
the role of Mozart has fallen examines the motivations of
to John Pankow. As the char- the Austrian coun composer.
acterization is unravelled, It is a very difficult predica·Mozart was quite an irritat- ment to be a modest talent;
ingly conceited sort, but Pan- considered by all--including
kow seems to manage only the royalty-- to be distinthe temperament and little of guished, as Salieri pronounthe talent which would make ces, "by people incapable of
a case for justification of that distinguishing," and to conconceit. What confirms that trol the fate of a young prodthought is Pankow's. most igy, destined for immortality.
obnoxiously phony laugh; In AMADEUS, Salieri is not a
what I mean to say is that he collective archetype of the
does not certainly bel.ieve vainly jealous talent.
there is reason for Mozart's Shaffer's paints Salieri as
recurrent condescending introspective; aware of his
chortling. Pankow's perfor- "mediocrity," cogniscent of
mance is far better than what is real talent (Mozart),
workmanlike. but it isn't a and able to look at the situamatch for Shaffer's masterful tion, (albeit with calculation),
with a wry sense· of humor.
~ialogu~.

John Wood is quite simply
excellent. He makes one go
beyond belief of his characterization and into euphoric
awe. His is the finest acting
Boston theatregoers have
seen since Amanda
Plummer's troubled noviciate
in the pre-Broadway engagement of Agnes Of.God.
This touring production is
handsomely mounted with
the graceful period beauty of
John Bury's settings and costumes. And the production is
very carefully directe:d.
AMADEUS is one of the
finest evenings in the theatre
one will ever have. The old
adage that "April showers
bring May flowers/' is apparently true-- and with· kind
thanks to the words ·and
music of AMADEUS, the
Boston theatrical season is in
full bloom.
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Entertainment
Studio Art

Chora' Society

The B.S.C. Chamber Singers

Photo: Kevin .Koberts

The Grand finale of Bridgewater State College's
theatrical season, Ensemble Theatre Presents:
STUDIO ART. High energy, high powered entertainment.. .. seventeen talented performers are waiting to entertain you with a mixture of: music, song,
dance, mime, skits and monologues, so lean back,
relax with STUDIO ART. Tuesday and Wednesday,
May 1O and 11th at 7p.m., and remember admission
is free for the asking. TAKE OFF WITH US!

Creative Dance

The Bridgewater State College Choral S.ociety will give a
free concert on Thursday, May 12, in the Student Union
Auditorium. The Chorale, under the direction of Dr. Jacob
Liberles, will feature Johann Sebastian Bach's Cantata No.
106,. called. "Gottes Zeit 1st Die Allerbeste Zeite" (God's
Time is the Best Time). They will be accompanied by organ
and strings, along with the added attraction of three soloists from the Boston Camerata.
The Chamber Singers, also under the direction of Dr.
Liberles, is a smaller group which specializes in Madrigals.
The group will perform a variety of music, ranging from "Fa
Una Canzone" by Orazio Vecci, to "Though Philomela lost
her love," a sixteenth-century ballet by Thomas Morley.
They sing not on\y in English, but German and
Italian aswem The Chamber Singers recently were
heard at the well-known Christa's II in Brockton.
The Concert will begin at 8:00 P.M. and will last
approximately one and one half hours.

Calendar
RAT MOVIES
Week of May 9th
Monday: Sp.m. Dead Men Don't Wear Plaid
7p.m. World According To Garp
Tuesday: 5p.m. World According To Garp
7p.m. Dead Men Don't Wear Plaid
Wednesday: Same as'Monday.
Thursday: Same as Tuesday.

By Kevin Roberts
The Creative Dance Club is
alive at Bridgewater State
College where they are dazzling audiences .. Each dance
performance is improvised
and never duplicated. Working with no musical accompaniment, the members react
"through the awareness of
different things, musical
instruments and-arf objects,"
says the club's President Kellie Martin. She explains that
all of the individuals work
together closely as a team in
order to become· unified as
one. T he emphasis is creating "the feeling with what
you've looking at, getting into
1

harmony with something that
isn't living," and then transform it into life.
From its origin in ~ 960, the
Creative Dance ·Club has
been active in providing the
community with spontaneous entertainment. Last
Christmas, the club did
Medieval walks ce.lebrati ng
the Hogarth Exhibit This
year the club danced for .the
all college weekends in
October and a variety of public groups such as Bridgewater . library. The club
worked with professional
photograper Robert Ladd,
who has been experimenting
with the mixture of movement and photography. The
1982-83 club has done pro~
grams collaborating with the

Art Department and the Glee
Club, danced in the Heritage
Week parade and last May
2nd delighted Bridgewater
children.
The Creative Dance Club
meets every Monday in the
Demonstration Room from
5:30-7:45. The current
members are Kelly Martin,
Mary Ann Hunter, Ann Marie
Valot.to, Tobi Turenne, Barbara A. Scott, Tricia A. Gibson, and the faculty advisor.
since 1969, Cora Miller. The
Creative Dance Club encourages anyone who is sincere,
dedicated, and wants to
dance to join the club. For the
first time it is now possible to
get 100-curricula credit. New
members, especially males
are welcome next fal I.

Week of May t6th
Monday: Sp.m. The Three Stooges
7p.m. Cat People
Tuesday: 5p.m. Cat People
7p.m. The Three Stooges
Wednesday: Same as Monday
Thursday: Same as Tuesday
MOVIE LOUNGE
Week of May 9th
11a.m. "10"
3p.m. Chapter Two
5p.m. Blazing Saddles
7p.m. "10"

·Week of May 16th
11a.m. Coal Miners Daughter
3p.m. Urban Cowboy
5p.m. Caddy Shack
7p.m. Coal Miners Daughter
CHINESE MAGIC CIRCUS!
ay 10th at Sp.m. Students: $2.00 Public: $4.00.
OUTDOOR CONCERT
eaturing Radio Star--rocl< top 40 in back of the Union on May
13th. 4:00---7:00.
NEW YORK CITY SWINGBAND
ay 13th in the. S.U. Ballroom from 9--'1. For $2.00 per tickets.
RAT BAND
May 14th Tommy Noonan & the Blow Outs 9-1:

10
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Entertainment
Joke Of The Week
SAID, "WHERE?" MASH!
TWO TOMATOES CROSSING A STREET. ONE TOMATOE SAID "HERE COMES A
CAR!" SPLAT! AND THE
OTHER SAID; "WHERE?"
SPLAT!
TWO POTATOES WERE
CROSSING A STREET. ONE
POTATO SAID "HERE
COMES A CAR!" MASH!
AND THE OTHER POTATO

WHEN GOD GAVE OUT
LOOKS YOU THOUGHT HE
SAID BOOKS AND SO YOU
ASKED FOR A SCARY ONE.
WHEN GOD GAVE OUT
BRAINS YOU THOUGHT HE
SAID TRAINS AND SO YOU
ASKED FOR A SLOW ONE.

The three jokes are from
Larry Retreat.

WHY DID THE ITAL/ANS
LOSE THE WAR? BECAUSE
THEY USED ZIT/ INSTEAD
OF SHELLS.
Name withheld on request
HOW DO YOU STOP AN
ELEPHANT FROM CHARGING? TAKE AWAY HIS
CREDIT CARD.
A DOCTOR FELL IN A DEEP
WELL, AND BROKE HIS
C 0 L LA R B 0 NE . .. THE

The Man With Two Brains

MORALE--DOCTOR
MIND THE SICK AND
LEAVE THE WELL ALONE.
IT'S PLAGIARISM WHEN
YOU COPY FROM TWO
BOOKS, BUT IT'S
RESEARCH WHEN YOU
USE THREE BOOKS.
HEARD IN THE TOOL
CHEST, "/ HOPE I DON'T
BORE YOU AWL."
from Brett Flynn

FIRST STUDENT: WHAT'S
ANTHROPOLOGY?
SECOND STUDENT: IT'S
THE STUDY OF INSECTS.
FIRST STUDENT: DID YOU
HEAR ABOUT THE
HENWA Y? THIRD STUDENT: WHAT'S A HENWA Y?
FIRST STUDENT: OH
ABOUT THREE OR FOUR
POUNDS.
Frqm Dr. Hillstrang: stuffing.

Exposed

98.6 -- A love-dazed· Dr. Michael Hfuhrut}urr (Steve Martin), world-famous
originator of the cranial screw-top metho.d of. brain surgery, checks patient
Delores Denedict's (Kathleen Turner) body heat in Steve Martin's new comedy
THE MAN WITH TWO BRAINS, a Warner Bros. release.

Nastassia Kinski stars as a fashion model who is ensnared in
international intrigue, in E~POSED, starring Nastassia Kinski,
Rudolf Nureyev and Harvey Keitel. The James Toback film
was written, produced, and directed by Toback, with Serge
Silberman as executive producer.
Superman (Christopher Reeve) uses his heat-vision as an acetyl.ene torch in SUPERMAN Ill.
In additiofl, the Warner Bros. release stars Richard Pryor as Superman's most s1:1rprising
nemesis.
,

,'"•.......

BURT LANCASTER stars as the eccentric head of aTexas 011
company who attempts to buy a quaint Scottish fishing village
in LOCAL HERO. The Enigma Production for Goldcrest, stars
Peter Riegert, Denis Lawson, Fulton MacKay and Burt Lancaster. The film was produced by David Puttnam -- and written
and directed by Bill Forsyth for Warner Bros; release.
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MARINE CORPS OFFICER PROGRAMS
PLATOON LEADER'S CLASS
GUARANTEED PROGRAMS
GROUND
LAW
AVIATION
WHAT IS THE. PLATOON LEADERS CLASS? IT'S A PROGRAM LEADING TO A
COMMISSION AS AN OFFICER OF MARlNES, STRUCTURED IN SUCH A WAY THAT
IT DOES NOT INTERFERE WITH YOUR STUDIES OR SOCIAL LIFE DURING THE
SCHOOL YEAR. No UNIFORMS ON CAMPUS, NO REQUIRED CLASSES, NO DRILLS.
ALL TRAINING TAKES PLACE AT MARINE CORPS OFFICER CANDIDATE SCHOOL,
QUANTICO, VIRGINIA (23 MILES SOUTH OF WASHINGTON, D.C,) DURING TWO
6 WEEK SUMMER SESSIONS. EARN $1100 DURING EACH CLASS; UNIFORMS FOR
AND TRAVEL TO TRAINING ARE PROVIDED.
QUALIFY AND BE.GUARANTEED GROUND, LAW OR AVIATION PROGRAMS NOW,
AS AN UNDERGRAD. $100.00 STIPENDS AVAILABLE DURING SCHOOL AFTER
YOUR FIRST SUMMER'S TRAINING. FREE FLIGHT TRAINING SENIOR YEAR FOR
AVIATION GUARANTEE PLC's.
DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY! TRAIN NOW AND DECIDE DURING
SENIOR YEJ\P. TO /\CCEPT YOUR COMMISSION IF FULLY QUALIFIED.

YOUR

IT'S LATE IN THE SCHOOL YEAR AND, UNFORTUNATELY, ALL GROUND AND LAW
POSITIONS FOR THIS SUMMER HAVE BEEN FILLED.
THERE ARE, HOWEVER, A
LIMITED NUMBER OF AVIATION GUARANTEE- POSITIONS STILL AVAILABLE FOR
THIS SUMMER.
ACT IMMEDIATELY, CALL US AT 451-3012 GR 451-3013 FOR
MORE INFORMATION.

Maybe you can be one of us. The few. The proud. The Marines.
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D

A

B

D
D
c
c

B

A

D

D
A

B

c

c
c

5

D

c
c

D

B

B

D

1
4
4

6

6
4
5
2
1

6

1
6
1
2
7
1
6
6
1
1
6

7

2
3
7
7
7

2

5

4

1

1
3 -

6
6
6
2
7
1

1

c
c

c

A

7
l

1
1
1

B

B

ROOM
Gym
Gym
GR-12
L-Lec
Gym
L-Lec
L-Lec
Gym
Gym
GR-4
GR-36
GR-36
GR-32
GR-15
GR-7
GR-5
L-Lec
GR-5
GR-33
GR-37

COURSE
AY
MU 150
7
MU 160 01 6
MU 160 02 6
MU 160 03 6
MU 160 04 6
MU 170 01 6
MU 170 2&3 6
MU 172
2
MU 361
1
PE 100
3
PE 101
1
PE 117
7
PE 217 01 2
P·E 217 02 2
PE 225
4
PE 240
5
PE 310
6
PE 312
2
PE 324 01 7
PE 324 02 7
L-3
PE 326
7
GR-36
PE 328
6
L-107
PE 332
5
B-29
PE 401 162 1
B-29
PE 401 03 1
lL-10
PE 402
2
GR-2
PE 403
1
PE 412
GR-2
1
GR-5
PE 415D01 4
fL-11
PE 445
7
L-11
PE 446
1
L-6
i'E 450
3
L-10
PE 451
5
1-10
PE 460
4
S-Lec
PE 465
6
S-Lec
PE 481
2
L-4
PH 104
6
!J,-4
PH l.a2
3
L-10
PH 244
5
L-10
PH 280
2
L-11
PH 372
3
L-11
PH 376
1
L-10
PH 389
1
IL-4
!PH 403
6
PH 405
1
L-4
TH 408
2
C-212
PL 100
6
C-211
PL 110
6
S-206
PL 140
1
C-217/'ll PL 350
2
C-213
Gym
PL 403
1
Gym
PO 100 1&2 l
S-Lec
PO 100 3&4 l
Gym
PO 272 01 4
Gym
PO 272 2&3 4
Gym
PO 273
5
C-214
PO 277
1
C-116
PO 160
4
C-116
PO 373
1
C-214
PO 375
5
C-212
PO 381
1
C-212
PO 383
3
c-212
PO 386
2
C-213
PO 473
2
C-212
PR "170
7
L-Lec
PR 251
7
s.,..101
PY 100 1-8 3
I.-213
PY 100 9&103
s-~01
WY 224 1&4 4
Gym
!PY 224 2&3 4
Gym!
PY 226 01 3
S-208
PY 226 2&3 3
S'--332
PY 227
7
'L-210
'PY 252
5
L-209
tpy 303
4

TIME

7
7

DAY

B

B
A
A

A

A

A
A
A

c
A

B

A

D

A
A

A

c
c

A

c

B

B

B

B

c

D

D

A

B
A
A
A

D

B

D
D

D

A

C-311
C-318
C-115

COURSE
PY 310
PY 313
PY.318
PY 327
PY 344
PY 355
PY 360
PY 370 01
PY 370 02
PY 490
PY 492
RE 222
SE 211
SE 212 01
SE 212 02
SE 214
SE 317
SE 400
SE 414
SE 426
SE 434
so 202
so 302 01
so 302 02
so 303
so 305
so 315
so 319
so 326
so 329
so 330
so 350
SG 400
SW 250 02
SW 250 03
SW 300
SW 310
SW 399
SW 410 01
SW 410 02
SW 410 03
2
2
3
5
.3
3
4
2
7

c
A

7

2

n

A

l

l

A
A

c

A

A
c
1

5

s

7

7

z

c
.\_

4

A

A

3

6

c
H

l

1
6

A

j)

B

D

D

A
A
'A

5

2
6
6
6
2

)

1
2

c
c

B
B

4
4
4

c
5

D

c
c

c
c

D

B

A

B

c

6

4
1

TIHE
c
c

DAY

ROOM
C-313
c-313
C-313
c-312
C-118
C-217/218
C-312/313
C-217
c-312
C-123
C-124
L-309
C-114
C-115
C-113
C-123
C-114/115
C-114
C-114
C-113
C-114
Gym
C-312
C-218
C-113
C-124
C-123
C-312
C-317
C-317
C-312
C-313
, C-1211
C-317
C-318
C-318
C-317
C-313
C-317
C-313
c;-3H

GOOD LUCK DURING YOUR
EXAMINATIONS AND HAVE A SAFE
AND ENJOYABLE SUMMER!

1·

GR-30
J.-Lec
U-Dem
GR-13
GR-32
GR-36
GR-13
L-107
GR-35
L-107
GR-34
GR-36
GR-13
L-211
I.- Lee
GR-36
Gym
C-:-313 /314
C-313 /314
C-312
Gym
C-213 /214

S-108
S-108
L-Lec
Gym
1.-Lec
GR-36

S-112

L-11
L-2
S-104
S-Lec
S-207
5-108
S-112
2-112
s-112
B

c

L-Z

L-2
GR-31
G-121
S-101
G-120
L-215
L-210
L-1
L-1
G-121
L-4
L-2

c

c

B

D

B

A

c

c

c

A

B
A
A

B

c

c

A

D

B
B

D
A
A

D
D
A

Burn

Bun1

L-105
L'-105
L-1
L-3
L-1

c
D

c
D

c
c

c

A

ROOM
T-1
T-1
U-Dem
L-304
U-G4.
T-1
U-G4
T-1
r-1
G· 120
U-Dem
L-Lec
L-105
G-120

TIME

Holy·Cow! It's E~am Time Again!·· MOO!
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Back In The U .S.S.R.
Tangible Results of Professional Contacts in the $oviet
Uhion BSC Third Study Tour
to the USSR, sponsored by
the Russian Club, was the
longest and most fruitful so
far. ·Four students and four
college-connected Bridgewater citizens came with
Prof. Reardan on this trip.
Because we joined forces
with another CEC group in
New York,· we benefited by
sharing interpreters and
experienced professionals
who had already made 8-10
trips there. Our Armenian
interpreter had even been a
former citizen of Yerevan.
The Citizen Exchange Coun'CH had relayed our requests
for professional contacts and
special places of interest to
us. Therefore, our group was
expected and warmly
received at the historic main
library of Leningrad. One of
the English speaking department heads, we called her
Fanny, gave us a fine quided
tour of the main facilities,
explained their totally different library system, and
showed us their fine special
manuscript collections. We
broke up into smaller circles
so that Russian speaking
Americans could also talk
directly with only Russian
speaking teachers and

library personnel. Only
librarians handle books and
turn them over to the person
requesting them. Children of
all ages are regualarly invited
for special readings and
some entertainment to foster
gradually the habit of reading
and coming to the library. We
established a link between
our college library and this
Leningrad library, and we are
going· to try out a small
exchange of books with the
participation of our former
colleague Olive Lee and Dr.
Mac Gowan.
We also had a guided tour
in the famous. Hermitage
Museum, where only a fraction of their holdings is on
display. Even that is much
too big to view properly during a short stay. But we were
given extra time by our guide
to spend 2 hours individually
with those paintings we cherished particularly.
Our BSC request to drive
outside of Leningrad to visit
Catherine's palace in the little
town of Pushkin (formerly
Tsarskoe Selo was also
accepted). The palace of was
badly damaged during the
war, and is gradually being
restored. Artists and technicians have to re-learn ancient
crafts or have to use thier
creative imagination to find

substitutes. The art of restoring art has given this palace
additional value and beauty
to behold.
From Leningrad we flew
several thousand miles south
to Yerevan, the capital of
Armenia, close to the borders
of Turkey and Iran. Our study
tour was called Museums and
Children and Yerevan was
certainly·the climax. Education through Art and related
subjects is really practiced
there as displayed by two
unique institutions for children. Our first professional
contacts were again in a
library. But this unique
library is only for children of
aH ages. We watched a lovely
fairy-tale-hour with active
children's participation in a
beautiful setting with an
Armenian costumed fairy
acting out the story. In Armenia the native language
comes first, Russian is the
second tongue, and English
is often the third language
children learn in .school. We
saw a good collection of English books in snother room
being used by Armenian
older kids, doing their reading assignment. We promised to send some children's
books in English, and they
will add to our Russian col1ection. Since members of

r--arid~~t;;-----~

i
~

Family Day ·care

i

J______~!!.§2.Z;t;.@._._.+.

Tryetyakovsky Gallery, otherwise closed for repairs.
This museum houses only
Russian art not available in
the West. After a brief meeting we were privileged to
view at least some of Russia's
most celebrated paintings by
Repin, Surikov and others.
We also had a special coach
that brought us to the equally
famous Pu'shkin Museum
with its priceless collection of
French impressionists as well
as other Western artist. Pre;.
Reardan was also able to c. .
to Moscow University to mee~
with the author; of the Au$·
sian textbook again to discuss certain changes for her
students. 0 live Lee photographed this occasion.
Fram Moscow we took the
night train· to Helsinki and
really experienced the tron
Curtain during custom contol. We were relieved to reach
the Finnish border and meet
Finnish custom officers.
What a· difference! Formal ities were a breeze. After
meeting Finnish artists and
teachers at home in Helsinki
for our last and most informal
meeting, Finnair's DC 10
brought us safely home
again.
For more information and
plans for next year's. trip contact Prof. Reardan.

Changes At The Hill

i'
!

We're always available, we're~
~ reasonable, and· we provide
fantastic child care.
~

our Russian Club ar introducing Russi.an into the Fifth
Grade of our Burnell Lab
School. such an exhange will
be very useful indeed. The
second unique place we
visited for another professional meeting was the only
Children's Art Museum in the
world. The variety of artistic
expression was
tru I y
astounding. Only the best
works are carefully selected
and hung up, but all children
have art classes there, if
wanted, or they are simply
i;Jiven materials to follow their
own creative impusle~. In the
international exhibit we saw
several American paintings
and we hope, to have our
fifth-graders exchange drawings with their age-mates in
Yerevan. Perhaps some
painting might end up in the
museum itself. Again after
the guided tour, we were
invited to a more informal
gathering and some wine
tasting.
The next stop was Moscow's new and elegant Cosmos Hotel. After the routine
sightseeing tour, everybody
was now savvy enough to try
the convenient and very
beautiful subway. We only
had one professional meeting for some members of our
group .. It was in the famous

By Matthew Donoghue
Mr. Gerry Stennerson, Staff Associate for Housing, announed ·chanes in residence
procedures for the Great Hill Dormitories (to take effect with the Fall Semester, 1983)
which had been in the planning stages for some time.
The announcement, made formal at a meeting of the male residents of the Hill on
Wednesday night, comes on the heels of the Hill Animals commentary which appeared in
last week's issue of The Comment.
The plans call for the fifth flodrs of Shea and Durgin Halls to be reserved for those
desiring an "Alternative Lifestyle." Students who wish to take advantage of this option will
be required to enter into a special contract with the college stipulating that the·y will
conduct themselves and their activity in an extra quiet, unobtrusive manner.
Because of the limited numbered of spaces available at Scott Hall, Student Services is
also setting aside the first floor of Durgin for those students twenty-one or older and/or
upperclassmen.
In addition, (at least) one floor will"house only incoming freshmen.
It is hoped that these changes will promote a better image for The Hill both in public and
in fact.

·------------------------,I
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Don't Itliss
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THE CHINESE MAGIC cmcus:

..
'-~----------------------~
.

'

OPENS FRIDAY, MAY 13 AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.

This spectacular production features some of :
the most stunning acrobats ever seen, seemingly
impossile feats of daring and balance,· Kung Fu
and brilliantly costumed traditional tJancing.
The precision and grace of the troupe suggest
years of training and discipline, but their art was
formed by centuries of tradition. Chinese magic
and acrobatics are more than a series of stunts.
Most of the .acts in this show were created and
performed by the Chinese more than 2,000 years
ago, and have always been an integral part of Chinese culture .
. The CHINESE MAGIC CIRCUS has been
enthralling audiences worldwide for the past six
years, going as far afield as Southeast Asia, Central and South America, England, Israel, South
Africa and Rhodesia -- as well as Canada and the
United States of America.
The CHINESE MAGIC CIRCUS will be performing on May 1o at8 p.m. Tickets are $2\for students
and $4 for the public.

.

At the Student Union
Auditorium on May 1O at

8:00 p.m.
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Sports
Bears Business
By Mike Storey
With the semester coming
to an end very soon, so does
the spring sports season. Out
of all these, the sport that has
risen to the top in terms of
success has been the
women's track team.
Head Coach John Laverty
has been blessed with an outstanding team this season.
Led by potential AllAmericans Andrea Brousaides, (3,000; 5,000; 10,000)
and Karan Parkin (discus),
this year's squad has an
excellent chance of making a
trip to Naperville, Illinois for
the NCAA Division Ill Championships. According to
Coach Laverty, at least four
girls have alreadyqualifed for
the trip even if the entire team
fails to go. Great season,
Ladies!!
The women's softball team
(1 i-9) are currently on a five
game win skein with double
victories over Holy Cross and
Worcester State. They have

performed quite well under
first year coach Greg Burke
this season. They finish up
their season with doubleheaders at home versus U.
Mass./Amherst (May 5), and
Salem State (May 7): With
only two seniors (Mary
McCarthy, and Dede Enabenter) on this year's squad,
Coach Burke will have a solid
nucleus returning for next
year.
Women's lacrosse (4-7)
can consider· their season a
success after last year's one
·win season. The team is
mostly .newcomers to the
game, so they can only get
better w'ith age. They finish
up the season at home
against Bowdoin (May 7)
after coming off a last second
(9-8) victory over Holy Cross.
Goalie Tracey Lee will be
tiaving a party immediately
after the game.
Men's baseball (6-10) have
had a verydisappointing sea-

son this year. The combination of the loss of star pitcher
Steve Ogden, April rainouts,
and sporadic hitting left this
year's team in a hole too deep
to get out of.
Bright spots on Coach
Fred Brown's team have been
the overall play of Captain
Ron McCarthy (.421 avg., 5
HR's), Don McCue (.424
avg.), Bill Drew (.418 avg., 3
HR's), and Tracy Whitcomb
(.417 avg.). Because of all the
rainouts, the team has eight
more games still to play with
the season ending away at U.
Mass./Boston (May 12).
The men's tennis team,
under coach Carl Briggs, are
starting to come on after a
horrendous start. Currently
·with a (3-5) record, they finish the sea8on with a home
match versus Rhode Island
College (May 10). Captain
Peter Koutougian has had an
outstanding year as the
Bears #1 singles player.

Intramural
The weather hasn't helped
the softbal I season along
around here at all. Check the
Intramural Board or Vin
Dodero for make-up games
before the play-offs next
week.
The street hockey league
has +he Beer Hunters and
RazorbacKs atop the Wales
Division with W.P. leading
the way in the Adams Division. Check with Bob
Cosenza or George Mccarron if you have any question
on the schedule and
standings ..

B.A.l.R.S.
The first annual Heritage
Triathalon was a great success. This event was definitely the highlight of the
spring season and will
become a regular feature
next year.

Conclusion
With this being my last
column of the year, as well as
the end of my first year here
at B.S.C., I would like to
acknowledge the fact that
varsity and intramural athletics are a vital part of college
life. Varsity athletes compete
for themselves and for their
school. lntramurals are a
source of fun for all types of
students. This year's participation levels for al I have been
very high and have made my
job all the more pleasurable.
I just want you to know that
my wheels are turning and
next year will have seen even
more to offer as far as new
happenings on campus to
wet both your physical and
social appetites.
So good luck on your
finals, have a good summer,
and get geared up for 198384 at the Kelly Gym!!

BSC Triathalon
By Mike Storey
Here they were on a beauti- ·
ful WenesdaY afternoon, 35
teams anxiously awaiting to
push their bodies to the limit.
As they assembled in the
Kelly· Pool you could see al.I
the adrenalin building up
inside the competitors. Soon
the race would begin.
The first segment of the
Triathalon was a 500-yard
swim, followed by a 10-mile
bike ride, and a 3.5 mile run.
Competitors could be
entered in either one of the
five categories: ironman,
ironwomen, men's relay,
women's relay, and ·coed
relay·.
Winner of the lronman division was Sam Morse with a
time of 1:04:47. lronwomen
champion was Deb Perry
with a time of 1:07:00. The
men's relay champs were the
Mad Dogs (Mike Piazza,
Peter Krasnor,John Costigan) in a super time of
0:53:56. The women's. relay
champs .were the Oreo Cookies (Luanne Leroux, :Janet

Kennedy, Galina Gittens) in a
time of 1:06:58. The coed
relay .victors were the "A"
Team ·· (Katie· Perkins, Pal.JI
Lemaire,Jack Hart) in a time
of 1:03:46.
Immediately following the
race a barbecue was held
behind the gyn with both
spectators and competitors
participating in the festivities.
Because of ·such an excellent turnout in the first-ever
: Heritage Triath.alon, plans
are . now underway . to put
another on later in the fall.
The objective was to have a
good turnout and a. ·good
time, and both goals were
achieved. A few rookfe mistakes were made in sortie
areas of the race, but overall,
it was run extremely weH and,
recieved rave revi~w$ by ail _
who competed. .
·
Biker approaches finish in first annual BSC Triathalon.
A tip of the hat should be
given to Tracy Lee, the
B.A.1.R.S. club, the
C.A.S.H.P.E. club, Joe Yeskewicz, and Matt Gerken and
his staff for making this Triathalon the great success that
it was. Get ready for the fall.

Rec . Majors Working
ln Local Areas

Complete Standings Pg.15

Tennis Team Surges Near End
. By Gregory Mathis

,
. The Bridgewater State College men's tennis team
enjoyed its finest week of the
season this past week, reeling off . three consecutive
wins to up their season mark
to3-4.
The highlight of the week
came against Eastern· Nazarene College on Apri I 28th, as
Bridgewater trouhced them
9-0. "Everyone played as well
as they had to to win, ... said
head coach _Carl Briggs,

Photo: Andy McC'ullough

Bridgewater will · travel up
adding, "it was nice to win a
north to face Plymouth State
match like this."
Bri9gewaterfoUowed Eastand return home on May 10th
ern Nazarene With another
against Rhode Island Colvictory against Salve Regina.
lege. All students are urged
to come up and watch as Bse
Eric Montgomery played well
in both singles and doubles wraps up their sea.son.
"We're doing much better
competition to lead .the-·way.
now," said Coach Briggs,
Bridgewater also defeated
which leads him to believe
Curry College.
A match with Roger Willi- that a .500 season could be a
ams College was rained out reality. The coach points out
yesterday, wh.ich leaves only the Plymouth State match as
two games remaining on the . being the key to achieving
schedule .. ·On May 7th, that goal.' - ·

Andrea Enabenter, a senior
Physical Education Major
with concentrations in
Recreation and Health at
Bridgewater State College, is
currently doing her Recreation Fieldwork at the Tauten
YMCA under the supervision
of John Paulo, Jr. Paulo himself, is a graduate of B.S.C.,
majoring in P.E. and a
Rec r.eati on··.Concentrati on
also. Some of the activities
·they are jointly working on
are the 2nd Annual Taunton
YMCA Basketball tournament, and a Softball Clinic for
girls. These are a few of the
many activltes that .are
directf:)d by the. Physical
Department at theY.
Lori Whittaker, a senior

Physical Education Major
with .a concentration in
Recreation and Exercise
Science at Bridgewater State
College is doing her Internship at the Old Colony YMCA
in Brockton unde.r the supervision of Wayne Westcott. As
fitness supervisor, some of
Lori's responsibilities include
leadership of Cardiovascular
Fitness classes, Strength Fitness classes, Assistantship in
Programming and Planning
of Special Events, and Personal Consultation with Y
members. Lori· will be graduating in May and plans to
look for a job in the Exercise
Science and/or. Recreation
field.
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-.Sport.s
Bears HitLate SeasonSlµnip

Final Standings
Iron Women

By Gregory Mathis
As the 1983 basebal I season winds down, the Bridgewater State baseball team
has run across some hard
times, dropping five out of
six games this week.
The most recent loss
came yesterday (Wednesday), as the Bears fell to
Stonehill College by a 7-1
margin. Rick Denny took the
loss, bringing his record to
2-1.
The only win of the week
came on May 1st in the first
game of a doubleheader
against Fitchburg State, a
10-1 decision. Jim Robieux

1:07:00
1 :09:16
1:10:35
1 :12:50
1 :13:43
1:15:17
1 :19:45
1 :22:08

1.Deb Perry
2.Andrea Sweeney
3.Dianne Walsh
4.Gail-Dooley-Zamaitis
5.Cathy Baker
6.Maureen Cavanaugh
7.Terry McNeil
8.Sue Maddigan

Iron Man

1:04:47
1 :04:58
1:05:21
1:06:48
1 :07:31
1 :09:32
1:11:52
1:12:46
1:13:31
1 :24:26

1.Sam Morse
2.Stephen Mulloy
3.Will Cheney
4.Joe Farina
5.Steve O'Brien
6.Mike Katz
7.George Nigro
8.Jim Fahey
9.Gary Long
10.~ike Storey

and Scott Mottau each
cracked three-run homeruns to lead the offense,
while Paul Uva pitched a
sensational game, letting up
a homerun in the first inning,
then shutting the door with a
four-hitter the rest of the
way.
The winning streak didn't
last long as BSC was shutout in the second game, 6-0.
Ernie Tashia picked up the
loss, dropping his record lo
1-3.
The Bears faced double
trouble on April 30th, as they
dropped a doubleheader to
Worcester State, 5-4, and

14-1.
.
The fifth loss of the week
came against Babson College, a 3-1 defeat. The poor
showing by the Bears this
week dropped their overall
record to 6-10.
Ron McCarthy leads the
team in both batting average
(.415) and homeruns (5). Bill
Drew is also enjoying a fine
personal season, hitting at a
.395 pace with 3 homeruns,
both good for second place
on the team. Dan McCue
continues hitting well (.389)
as well as. Tracy Whitcomb
(.368) and Brenden Shea
(.333).

Coed Relay
1:03:46
1:04:33
1:05:56
1 :09:02
1 :09:40
1 :13:24
1:18:30
1:19:52
1:26:59

1.The "A" Team
2.The Balls
3.Female Dominance
4.Troublesome Trio
5.Menage a Trois
6.The Unknowns
. 7 .The Cruisers
8.John Dy's Angels
9.E.T.'s

Men's Relay
0:53:56
0:56:17
0:59:35
1 :06:34
1 :09:20

1 .The Mad Dogs
2.C.V. Machines
3.The Gin and Tonics
4.Pre-Eminence
5.The Gopherits

Women's Relay
1.0reo Cookies ..

·J :06:58

Intramural ·street Hockey
Standings
Wales· Conference

w

l

1. Beer Hunters

3

0

2. Razorbacks

2

0

3

19

3. Mystery Team

3

2

1

9

4. Delta Dirty Dozen 3

2 0

5

5. Mainge

5

10

2

0

5 0

6. Members Only_

INT

1

5

8.

8

11
18
12

Adams Division
1. W.P.

4

0

0

12 4

2. Trojans

4

1

0

18

3. Wild Pigs

4 2 0

4. Porcupines

2

8

23· 9

0

8

15

5. Yam's

2 3 0

9

21

6. The O.T.'s

0

0

2

5

3

6

Schedule
May5
4:00 p.m. · Members Only vs.
Mainge
5:00 p.m. Razorbacks vs.
Mystery Team
6:00 p.m. . Beer Hunters vs.
Delta Dirty Dozen
May 10
4:00 p.m. Members Only vs.
Beer Hunters

8

0

Andrea Br<;>Usaides qualified for the National Championship in the
10,000 meter event with a time of 38:02.5. This makes the third event she
has qualified in, the others being the 3,000 meter (10:14.5) and 5,000
meter (17:47.7).
·
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WELCOME

to 'TIULLerT.me

at

•

SAT., MAY 14th 1 :00 - 6:00 P.M.
(Rain Date - May 15th)

'

AT THE EAST BRIDGEWATER COMMERCIAL CLUB
1 Nielson Ave. (Off Route 18)

For Tickets and Information Call 378-2032

ADVANCED TICKETS $6.00

or a·PEN DOOR Ticket Agency 586-0632.

DAY OF SHOW $8.00

Brought To You By The Folks At

THE EAST BRIDGEWATER COMMERCIAL CLUB
AND THE

EA-~T-BRIDGEWATER

FIREFIGHTERS ASSOC.--
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ABSOLUTELY NOONE UNDER 20

